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Design of a satellite instrument for re-entry observation

Motivation:
The IRS is developing an instrument for small satellites, dedicated to the observation of re-entry events, like meteors or upper rocket stages. The goal of the meteor observation is to measure the meteor rate and its annual variation. Furthermore, the composition of meteors should be determined. Both measurements help to investigate the development of our solar system. The observation of the re-entry of artificial objects, like rocket stages, helps to improve break up models. Artificial and natural re-entry events should be observed in the UV-spectrum, since this wavelength interval is blocked by the atmosphere and can therefore not be detected by ground based observations.

The preliminary design of the instrument includes three cameras: One for night time meteor observations, one for day time meteor observation and tracking, and one UV camera intended for spectroscopic data acquisition. In the scope of this thesis, the design of the tracking and UV system shall be detailed. This includes choosing and designing the spectroscopic hardware in front of the UV camera. Different concepts (regarding grating type and resolution) are to be analysed with respect to their scientific performance.

Task:
- Familiarization with re-entry events and observations
- Assessment of the scientific requirements for UV spectrometer
- Development of different instruments design and evaluation of the solutions
- Documentation of results
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